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Introduction: Studying the main factors and related paths of rumor propagation
contributes to the precise governance of rumor information in social networks.
Most existing network representation learning methods do not fit with real-world
information propagation networks well, and the network cannot effectively
model the temporal characteristics and dynamic evolution features of rumor
information propagation.

Methods: Our study proposes a new dynamic network representation model for
information propagation. Additionally, the study introduces a feedback
mechanism where the latest node representations are fed back to
neighboring nodes.

Results: The method solves the problem of delayed network representation and
improves network representation performance.

Discussion:We conducted experimental simulations, and the results indicate that
a higher level of trust contributes to stable group relationships and converging
opinions, reducing the likelihood of opinion dispersion. Furthermore, novelty of
topics, and interactivity between users, and opinion leaders exhibit distinct
characteristics in guiding public opinion. The viewpoint evolution of the newly
constructed dynamic network representation model aligns more closely with
viewpoint evolution in real-world social networks.
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1 Introduction

The academic community generally defines rumors as unconfirmed and unfounded
viewpoints that are often misleading and provocative, and typically align with the
characteristics of the era, making them easily believed by the public. The high-speed
diffusion of information available in modern data networks and the technological advances
have led to some significant industrial and social advance, and have also generated an
environment conducive for disinformation [1]. The general public can use online platforms
to express their personal opinions and opinions on different events, interact with other
individuals [2], and form social group perspectives. Different viewpoints interact with each
other to form public opinion, which is also known as public opinion dynamics. The spread of
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disinformation has brought numerous adverse consequences [3]. Such
as false information disturbing the Nigerian elections, COVID-19
vaccine hesitancy. The misinformation spread not only increases the
difficulty of handling sudden public events but also hurts social
harmony and stability. In severe cases, it can even pose a threat to
social harmony, security, and stability. Therefore, having a scientific
understanding and accurate grasp of the inherent laws of the spread and
dissemination of online rumors, and timely and scientifically guiding
and controlling online public opinion, is of great theoretical and
practical significance for maintaining social harmony and stability.

The study of the dissemination and evolution of viewpoints can
empower individuals to have a deeper understanding of the inherent
mechanisms of viewpoint evolution, design scientific decision-making
processes, and guide positive social public opinion. Therefore, it has
significant theoretical and practical significance. From a theoretical
perspective, research on the dissemination and evolution of viewpoints
can deepen people’s understanding and comprehension of the inherent
mechanisms of viewpoint evolution, explaining complex public opinion
phenomena such as group decision-making, viewpoint differentiation,
consensus building, rumor dissemination, and the spread of extreme
viewpoints. From an applied perspective, establishingmodels of opinion
dissemination and evolution, it is possible to better predict and control
social behavior and public opinion. The monitoring of public opinion,
can more effectively guide the dissemination of mainstream
perspectives, combat and eliminate the spread of rumors and
extremist perspectives, and make the mainstream viewpoints of the
group more in line with the values of the nation and society.

In real life, the information network is often dynamic rather
than static. Social networks are constantly gaining new users or
losing existing ones, and the evolution of perspectives is also shaped
by the ever-changing social dynamics. The representation learning
of dynamic information networks has attracted widespread
attention. With the development of network representation
learning, many new representation learning models have been
proposed. Perozzi [4] and others describe the network
embedding problem as a problem based on DeepWalk sequence
modeling, generating node sequences through random strolls, and
using Skip-Gram to learn node representations. The purpose of
Skip-Gram is to predict the corresponding upper and lower nodes
based on the current node center word. The DeepWalk algorithm is
based on random walks and cannot capture the global structural
information of nodes. In order to improve DeepWalk, GROVER,
and others, based on the DeepWalk model, use the Node2vec [5]
algorithm to integrate depth-first search and breadth-first search
strategies, which can more flexibly explore network structural
information. However, The above methods can only be utilized
for static network representation.

The interactive systems of the real world are dynamic, with their
edges and nodes constantly changing over time. The temporal
characteristics are an crucial manifestation of dynamic networks
and reflect the mechanisms of network evolution. Therefore, static
network representation learning is not applicable in the field of
information dissemination research. However, there is currently
relatively little research on dynamic networks, and most studies are
limited to discrete-time dynamic graphs represented as sequences of
graph snapshots [6,10]. Liu et al [7] proposed a real-time distributed
graph partitioning and embedding algorithm, which is a dynamic
graph embedding method capable of handling real-time data input

challenges and addressing the limitation of static network
representation1. Additionally, Chanathip et al [8] introduced a
new graph embedding algorithm that incorporates auxiliary
relationship vectors and modifies the deep learning structure to
capture user reference relationships, improving the accuracy of
graph embedding2. However, these methods apply static network
deep learning models to dynamic networks by ignoring temporal
evolution characteristics, which is not the optimal solution.
Furthermore, they require retraining for each time slice, resulting
in significant time costs. Moreover, while these methods can
demonstrate the changing characteristics of networks at different
time points, they lack the exploration of the essential attributes of
network dynamic changes and do not sufficiently model the highly
dynamic nature of real networks [9].

In recent years, deep learning technology has demonstrated
excellent performance in various tasks across many fields. In the
field of information propagation, there is a relatively universal
process for utilizing deep learning technology to handle dynamic
information propagation tasks. Chen et al [10, 11] focus on the
dynamic changes in network structure, Gao et al [12] propose that
the network topology of the response network appears as a position-
driven network topology, which is not independent but needs to be
presented in a specific form and is related to the topology of the
driving network. Clauio et al [13] proposed a classification method
based on algorithmic dynamic graph embedding technology that not
only addresses the representation of network dynamics but also
captures temporal behavior within the network. Xing et al [14]
introduced a new DynHEN model, multiple non-linear layers are
employed to learn structural patterns within each network layer.
Additionally, recursive layers are utilized to learn temporal
transformations within the network. This model learns node
representations at each time step while capturing dynamics. Tian
et al [15] proposed the DyRep model, they divided the evolution of
networks into relational evolution and social evolution, using
attention mechanisms to aggregate node changes, thereby
influencing the network structure. For information propagation
in social networks, there are still the following two challenges in
dynamic network representation learning:

(1) Establishing an effective network representation that is better
aligned with the genuine world by integrating communication
theories. This study, upon further analysis of information
propagation in social networks, has found that there is a
common distinction between explicit social relations
(i.e., information-related propagation among users with a
friendship) and implicit relations (i.e., information
propagation association among users without a
companionship). The hypothesis of explicit and implicit
relationships is an significant theory in sociology and
communication studies. Friedkin and others believe that
implicit relationships between users play a driving and
“bridging” role improving the process of propagating

1 https://www.researchgate.net/publication/326427691_Real-Time_

Graph_Partition_and_Embedding_of_Large_Network

2 https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1109/CCGRID.2018.00070
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information flow, connecting different relational groups. In
today’s context, where open social networks are flourishing,
the existence of implicit relationships can make information
propagate faster and wider; thus, The presence of them
cannot be overlooked. As shown in Figure 1, the dynamic
network diagram of information propagation, one can see
that in social networks, Explicit relationships are formed by
unidirectional or bidirectional attention between users. At
the same time, there are more common implicit
relationships, which, despite being distant and having a
lower frequency of interaction, play a sure role in the
dissemination of information. Moreover, during improving
the process of information propagation, new nodes can join
and new relationships can form.

(2) Timely capture of dynamic network information. There are
dynamic relationships among the associated relationships and
interaction behaviors of social network users, but currently,
there is nomethod for representation learning through dynamic
graphs. In addition, most current algorithms are transductive,
meaning that they generate fixed node embeddings for specific
domains or particular network structures. When the network
structure changes, transductive representation learning models
must be retrained. In contrast, inductive learning methods are
more suitable for network changes. However, most inductive
learning methods only use aggregation to generate node
representations, which can cause delays in information
propagation networks, affecting the performance of
downstream machine learning tasks.

FIGURE 1
Schematic diagram of information dissemination dynamic network. The explicit relationships, implicit relationships, and new established
relationships between nodes continue to undergo new changes over time.

FIGURE 2
The study explains user information forwarding behavior based on the complementary relationship between the Theory of Planned Behavior and
Social Cognitive Theory, and analyzes the influencing factors of user forwarding behavior.
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In order to better understand the current research status and
future development trends, we need to address the following
two questions:

(1) How to effectively consider implicit relationships in
social networks;

(2) How to effectively capture dynamic relationships in networks.

Existing references include various reviews, but these studies are
concentrated on a limited part, with few considering the joint effects of
communication and association processes on updating node
representations. To address these two issues, this study introduces
the DyRep model [16, 17]. It considers the joint effects of
communication and association processes to update node
representations while simulating the driving effects of representing
both processes. Additionally, to better capture dynamic network
relationships, this study combines theories related to relationship
strength from social communication studies, incorporates an
information feedback mechanism, and establishes a more suitable
dynamic network representation model, DNIRep, for analyzing
information propagation and diffusion in social networks. The
study divides the dynamic network of information propagation into
explicit relationship networks and implicit relationship networks, using
changes in explicit relationships to influence interactions in implicit
relationships, driving the network dynamically, and obtaining network
representations through the mutual driving of the two sub-networks in
an inductive manner. Furthermore, by introducing a feedback
mechanism, after aggregating and updating information at nodes,
the information is fed back to the neighborhood, enhancing the
efficiency of dynamic network representation.

The main contributions of this study are summarized as follows:

(1) Propose a new DNIRep model, a dynamic reparameterization
method for training, aimed at improving the performance of
Rep with minimal overhead. By dynamically identifying key
operations during training, our proposal achieved significant
efficiency and performance improvements.

(2) Our DyRep is more friendly to downstream tasks, such as
object detection. Unlike previous Rep and NAS methods that
require training a network on an image classification task and
then transferring it to downstream tasks, DyRep can directly
adjust its structure in downstream tasks. This feature greatly
reduces the computational cost.

Extensive experiments on image classification and its
downstream tasks have shown that DNIRep outperforms other
Rep methods in both accuracy and runtime overhead.

2 Methods

2.1 Model framework

The study considers the process of real rumor information
propagation as a continuous model of viewpoint interaction. The
model views the information interaction process as the interaction of
viewpoint values among user nodes. When the rumor information
propagation occurs between users, the viewpoint values of user

nodes also undergo corresponding changes. Based on this, the study
proposes an inductive learning framework that learns a set of
functions to extract time-evolving information about nonlinear
dynamics and the interactions between nodes in a nonlinear
dynamic control graph. The nodes’ viewpoint values are updated
based on the intake of information.

Connections among individuals can be classified as explicit and
implicit. American sociologist Keuchenius believed that the main
criteria for categorization interpersonal relationships are the strength of
interaction and emotional connection between individuals. Chen etal [18]
proposed relationships with frequent interaction and close emotional ties
are regarded strong relationships, while relationships with less interaction
andweaker emotional connections are consideredweak relationships. The
theory of relationship strength is utilized to the division of social networks.
The existing network of relationships between users can be seen as a
explicit relationship network, where information can easily propagate. On
the other hand, the propagation network formed by information
exchange between users can be seen as a implicit relationship network,
where interactions occur only at specific moments for specific events or
information, representing temporary and short-term relationships.

Based on the real networks rumor propagation process, whether
the relationship between nodes is explicit or implicit, as long as there
is information propagation between nodes, it will lead to changes in
the viewpoint values of the nodes. Therefore, the study roughly
categorizes the changes in the viewpoint values of user nodes in the
information propagation network into two types:

(1) When there are explicit relationships between nodes and
rumor information propagation occurs between them, the
strength of the connections and the node values’ perspectives
change accordingly.

(2) When there are implicit relationships between nodes, with the
propagation of rumor information, new associations and
information propagation behaviors are formed between the
nodes. As a result, the strength of the relationships and the
values of the nodes’ viewpoints change.

Based on the above theory, the study defines the dynamic
propagation network at time t as follows Gt � (Vt, et), where Vt

represents the set of nodes, et represents the set of edges, and
represents the set of network changes within the time window
[0, t], defined as shown in Eq. 1.

o � u, v, t, k{ } (1)

In the equation, u and v represent two nodes that undergo changes, t
represents themoment in time, and k serves as a label, k � 0 representing
the evolution of the network’s topology (i.e., changes in the relationship
network), and k � 1 represents the interaction activities on the “fixed”
network topology (i.e., changes in the propagation network). The
changes occurring at time t in the information propagation network
can also be simplified as described by ti,k, k ∈ 0, 1{ }.

2.2 Updating the strength of network node
relationships and viewpoint values

Behavioral intentions are primarily influenced by information
providers, recipients, content, and external environment, which in
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turn determine specific behaviors [19]. It is emphasized that Weibo
users are not only influenced by individual subjective intentions
when forwarding information but also by information content and
objective environment. The Theory of Planned Behavior
emphasizes the impact of individuals and information content
on the intention to forward, while Social Cognitive Theory
emphasizes the influence of individual self-efficacy and
environmental factors on the intention to forward, particularly
highlighting the importance of environmental factors on
individual behavior [20]. Therefore, this study explains user
information forwarding behavior based on the complementary
relationship between the Theory of Planned Behavior and Social
Cognitive Theory. The information mutual influence model is
constructed as shown in Figure 2.

(1) The aggregation of information between nodes and the
feedback of changing information cause the relationship
strength and viewpoint values of nodes to change
accordingly, thus allowing users to establish new
relationships (explicit and implicit relationships).

(2) The past changes of the node itself lead to changes in the
viewpoint value of the node (such as time decay), therefore
the representation of the node update is shown as Formula 2.

Oi t( ) � MjOj t − 1( ) +MiOi t − 1( ) (2)

In the equation, MjOj(t − 1) represents the mutual influence
between the node and its neighboring nodes at time t − 1 , which
captures the viewpoint value changes caused by network structural
changes. Here, Oj(t − 1) represents the viewpoint value of neighbor
node j of node i. MiOi(t − 1) represents the change in viewpoint
value caused by the node’s own historical changes, where Oi(t − 1)
represents the viewpoint value of node i at time t., Mj, Mi is a
learnable parameter.

Based on the types of node changes, we make the following
assumptions:

(1) Nodes i and j have no relationship at time t − 1. At time t,
there is only the spread of rumor information between user i
and user j, without the formation of new relationships. At this
time, the attentional relationship strength between the nodes
remains unchanged, as shown in Formula 3.

Wi,j t( ) � Wi,j t − 1( ) (3)

(2) Nodes i and j have no relationship at time At time t − 1, a new
relationship is formed between user i and user j. The formation of
new relationships between nodes leads to changes in the network
structure, resulting in a change in the attentional relationship
strength between the nodes. The attentional relationship strength
of the nodes at time t is represented as Formula 4.

Wi,r t( ) � Wi,r t − 1( ) − 1
N t − 1( ) −

1
N t( )( ), ∀r ∈ Ui (4)

In the equation, Ui represents the set of all neighboring nodes
of node i.
(3) Nodes i and j already have a relationship at time t − 1 , and

there is a rumor information propagation behavior from user

i to user j. In order to measure the strength of the relationship
between nodes, we introduce the probability density λ. λ
needs to satisfy that the computed result is positive and it
needs to differentiate whether there is a following or
friendship relationship between nodes. In this study, the
Softplus function is introduced as an external function,
and the calculation of the probability density λ is shown
in Formula 5.

λi,j t( ) � ϕ loga 1 + exp
m × Oi t − 1( )//Oj t − 1( )[ ]

ϕ

⎧⎨⎩ ⎫⎬⎭⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ (5)

In the equation, ϕ is a learnable time-scale parameter that
represents the rate at which the network undergoes changes. m is
a model parameter that captures the specific compatibility of time
scales, and [·//·] represents the aggregation of viewpoint values
between two nodes at the previous time step. Based on this, the
attentional relationship strength of node at time λ is shown in
Formula 6.

Wi,j t( ) � λi,j t( ) + 1
Ni t( ) (6)

In the equation, Ni(t) represents the number of neighboring
nodes of node i.

In the process of local network propagation, the model
established in this study fully captures the rich neighborhood
structural information of nodes. Next, we will aggregate the
network node information. In order to fully consider the
importance of nodes, this study introduces an attention
mechanism to measure the weights of each node. Considering
the dynamic nature of the network, this study introduces the
Softmax function to output the aggregated information in vector
form. Therefore, the definition of the aggregated output vector
for the neighborhood information of node i is zi(t), and its
calculation formula is shown in Formula 7.

Zi t( ) � Softmax⎛⎝δ⎛⎝ exp Wi,r t( )( )∑
it−1∈Ui t−1( )

exp Wi,rt−1 t − 1( )( )

× MhOr t − 1( ) + bh( )⎞⎠⎞⎠, ∀r ∈ Ui t − 1( )

(7)
In the equation, Wi,r(t) represents the association strength

between node i and its neighboring nodes, Or(t − 1) represents
the viewpoint values of node neighboring at time t-1, Mh is a
learnable information propagation parameter, bh is a controllable
information propagation parameter, andUi(t − 1) represents the set
of neighboring nodes of node i at time t.

In order to improve the speed of network updates, the
study introduces a feedback mechanism to propagate the
information of node i to its neighboring nodes. When
the network undergoes dynamic changes, the association strength
and viewpoint values of network nodes also change. After node i
updates its representation, it feeds back its own change information
to the neighborhood, and the update of the viewpoint values of
neighboring nodes is shown in Formula 8.
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Or t( ) � δ⎛⎝Or t − 1( ) +Md ×
exp Wi,r t( )( )∑

it−1∈Ui t−1( )
exp Wi,rt−1 t − 1( )( )

× Oi t( ) − Oi t − 1( )( )⎞⎠, ∀r ∈ Ui t − 1( ) (8)

In the equation, Or(t − 1) represents the association strength
between node i and its neighboring nodes, represents the
viewpoint values of node neighboring at time t-1, Md is a
learnable information propagation parameter, (Oi(t) −
Oi(t − 1)) is a controllable information propagation parameter,
and Ui(t − 1) represents the set of neighboring nodes of node i at
time t-1.

3 Experimental results and analysis

In order to establish a more realistic directed network, the
BA network model is enhanced. Compared with other
complex network models, scale-free networks are more
aligned with the actual social situations. However, the
undirected nature of the BA network model cannot reflect
the directed characteristics of real social networks, it cannot
be used directly. In our study, two characteristics, namely,
directedness and dynamic updating, are added to the BA
network model, creating a dynamic adaptive network to
simulate actual social networks.

The process of establishing a BA dynamic adaptive network is as
follows: first, a random network is created with a certain number of
nodes, then, new nodes are added one by one. Each newly added
node connects to existing nodes through m directed edges, and the
probability of connecting to a node is proportional to its degree. In
this way, a BA directed adaptive network with n nodes is
constructed. In the simulation, the BA network is not static but
changes in coordination with viewpoint values, mutually influencing
each other.

Combining the topological rules of scale-free networks, in
this section, the initial network is established to have 30 nodes.
Then, new nodes are added, and each new node randomly
generates an initial random network with 480 edges. Based on
this network, new nodes are constantly being added, and it is
defined that for each new node introduced, it will generate five
edges to connect with existing nodes with a certain probability.
This connection probability is proportional to the number of
edges of the existing nodes. Eventually, an initial scale-free
network is created with 100 nodes and an average degree
value of 8.8. This network is utilized as the initial viewpoint
distribution environment in the subsequent simulation process.
The same network is used throughout the simulation to represent
the strength of attention relationships and the changes in
viewpoint values in the population network. It is assumed that
the initial viewpoints of individuals are uniformly distributed in
the range of [0–1] to ensure comparability in the experimentIt is
assumed that the initial viewpoints of individuals are uniformly
distributed in the range of [0–1] to ensure comparability in the
experiment.

The researchmodel is compared with other baseline models over
time, and we introduce the models for comparison.

3.1 The DyRep model

The DyRep model is a representative model of inductive
learning algorithms. This algorithm solves the drawback of
previous transductive learning, which requires retraining when
the network structure changes. Through inductive learning
algorithms, it no longer learns the fixed representation of nodes,
but rather learns the representation method of nodes. This means
that even if the structure changes, it can easily obtain new node
representations, greatly improving time efficiency.

3.2 The LDG model

The Localized Data Generation (LDG) model increases the
amount of data and indirectly improves the quality of the proxy
model by generating data within the neighborhood of the evaluation
data. This method effectively helps the model better adapt to local
data distributions, thereby improving the model’s generalization
ability and performance. The LDGmodel plays an important role in
data-driven evolutionary algorithms and graph neural networks,
providing more localized information for model training and
optimization.

To test the time efficiency of the proposed model in this paper,
the representative model of inductive learning algorithm DyRep,
and the LDG model with the addition of a bilinear encoding layer,
10 tests were conducted, and the average results are shown
in Figure 3.

From Figure 3, it can be observed that the proposed model in
this study showed an average time efficiency improvement of
25.90% compared to the DyRep model and 14.52% compared to
the LDG model. In conclusion, the DNRep model proposed in this
paper exhibits the best overall performance in terms of network
dynamic representation and time efficiency in the experiments. In
general, the improvements made in this study are effective.

This study conducted a feasibility analysis on four dimensions:
topic novelty, interaction intensity between users, opinion leaders,
and user trust. The results are shown in Table 1.

The results from Table 1 indicate that the reliability coefficients
are all above 0.7, indicating that the scale has high stability,
reliability, and internal consistency. This means that the four
dimensions of influencing factors have a high level of reliability
and their relationships are closely related, allowing them to be
considered as a whole. The KMO test values for the data
obtained in this study are shown in Table 2, which analyze the
validity of the data and verify the influence of different dimensional
factors on rumor propagation.

In Table 2, the KMO values for each influencing factor are all
greater than 0.9, indicating a high level of correlation between
variables and thus making them suitable for factor analysis. The
significance level is 0.000, which means that the observed differences
are highly significant and lower than the commonly accepted
significance level (usually set at 0.05 or 0.01). Therefore, we can
conclude that the differences between the four dimensional variables
hypothesized in this study are highly significant.

(1) When the node i and j have no association at time t − 1, and at
time t, user i and user j spread rumor information without
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creating new associations. In this case, the trust threshold
between network nodes in social media is low. Our study
assumes a threshold ε = 0.2 to simulate the experimental data,
and the experimental results are shown in Figure 4.

When there is no association between nodes and the trust level
between them is low, the opinions of the nodes are typically
dispersed and not unified. Since only rumor information
interactions occur between nodes without creating new
associations, after a period of information exchange, there are
still a large number of nodes with dispersed opinion values in
the network, indicating that the trust level between network
nodes remains low, resulting in a large number of stubborn
individuals. However, the opinion values of some nodes may still
converge and form opinion clusters through the interaction of
rumor information. In the initial stage of rumor generation,
network users actively participate in the discussion of rumor
information, but the trust level between them is low, resulting in
the presence of loosely connected small groups in the network. As
the network sentiment evolves, there is continuous information
exchange between network nodes, and the network opinions
gradually exhibit clustering, with the network core mainly
occupied by high-authority nodes.

(2) When the node i and j have no association at time −1 , but a
new association is formed between user i and user j at time t.

FIGURE 3
Time efficiency comparison of different model.

TABLE 1 Dimension reliability coefficient table.

Dimension Number of items Cronbach α

Topic novelty 9 0.906

Interaction intensity between users 8 0.945

Opinion leaders 7 0.932

User trust 8 0.918

TABLE 2 KMO and Bartlett’s sphericity test results.

KMO sampling adequacy measure 0.945

Bartlett’s sphericity test Last read chi-square 5,597.236

Degrees of freedom 437

Significance 0.000

FIGURE 4
When the node i and j have no association at time t-1 and at time
t, user i and user j spread rumor information without creating new
associations. In this case, our study assumes a threshold ε = 0.2 to
simulate dynamic network opinion evolution.

FIGURE 5
Dynamic Network Opinion Evolution (ε = 0.5)When the node i
and j have no association at time t-1, but a new association is formed
between user i and user j at time t, In this case, our study assumes a
threshold ε= 0.5 to simulate dynamic network opinion evolution.
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The formation of new associations between nodes leads to
changes in the network structure, and the attention
correlation strength between nodes is altered. Our study
assumes a threshold of ε = 0.5 and simulates the
experimental data accordingly. The experimental results
are shown in Figure 5.

In the initial stage of rumor outbreak, when there is no
association between nodes and the trust level is low, there are
still a large number of “nonconformists” in the network. As the
network sentiment evolves, there is continuous information
exchange between network nodes, leading to the formation of
new associations between nodes and an increase in trust.
Compared to the case of ε = 0.2, the number of small groups in
the network is significantly reduced. At this stage, the network
opinions exhibit more obvious clustering, and the opinion values of
nodes show more obvious convergence. As the network sentiment
evolves, there is continuous information exchange between network
nodes, and the network opinions gradually exhibit higher levels of
clustering.

(3) When the node i and j already have an association at time −1 ,
and there is a rumor information propagation from user i to
user j at time t. At this time, the trust level between network
nodes is significantly higher. This study assumes a threshold
of ε = 0.8 and simulates the experimental data accordingly.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 6.

When the trust level between network nodes is high, the opinion
values of network nodes show strong convergence. Therefore,
compared to the cases of ε = 0.2 and ε = 0.5, when ε = 0.8, The
viewpoints between nodes become more unified. Due to the high
degree of connection between nodes, they exhibit high levels of trust.
With the interaction of information between different nodes in the
social network, the viewpoints between nodes converge to 0.5, and
multiple loosely structured small entities disappear.

Figures 7, 8 and 9 respectively represent the distribution of
opinion values of network nodes under different levels of trust and

the changes in opinion values of network nodes under different
levels of trust. Figure 9 represent the change in standard deviation of
nodes under different levels of trust. When the degree of association
between nodes is low, the level of trust between them is also low. In
this case, there are more opinion groups in the network, and the
opinions of network nodes tend to be diverse. By examining the
standard deviation of node values, it can be observed that when the
degree of association between nodes is low, the standard deviation of
node values is also smaller, indicating that nodes are less likely to be
influenced by other nodes and change their opinions. As the level of
trust between network nodes increases, the number of opinion
groups in the network decreases, and the opinions between nodes
tend to converge. At the same time, the change in opinion values of
network nodes increases, and the standard deviation also increases.
This indicates that as the level of trust between network nodes
increases, nodes are more likely to be influenced by other nodes and
change their opinions.

3.2.1 The impact of topic novelty on the evolution
of network node opinions

In social networks, the relationships between network nodes are
usually weak. In such cases, novel topics can effectively attract the
attention of other nodes, leading to their interest and even resharing.
This disrupts the relatively stable and low-intensity positional
changes between network nodes. Therefore, in this study, we
added a node that publishes novel topics to the existing defined
network structure and connected it with other nodes. We set the
novelty of the topic as 1, indicating its influence on guiding public
opinion. Based on previous studies, nodes exhibit different changes
in opinion values depending on their level of trust. Therefore, we
selected trust levels of ε = 0.2 and ε = 0.8 as the subjects of our study
to investigate the impact of topic novelty on node opinion values
under different levels of trust。

When the trust level between network nodes is low (ε = 0.2), the
evolution of opinion values of different nodes in the social network is
shown in Figure 10.

In the early stages of rumor propagation, novel topics attract the
attention of some stubborn nodes for a shorter period of time,

FIGURE 6
When the node i and j already have an association at time t-1, and there is a rumor information propagation from user i to user j at time t, In this case,
our study assumes a threshold ε = 0.8 to simulate dynamic network opinion evolution.
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causing the opinion values of some individuals in the network to
continuously align with the expected value of the novel topic, which
is 1.0. Interventions based on topic novelty reduce the number of
“nonconformist” individuals in the network and shorten the time
for opinion convergence, resulting in fewer opinion clusters.
However, there still exists a portion of individuals with
significantly different opinions whose tendency values towards
0.3. These individuals have low willingness to compromise and
persist in their own opinions.

When the trust level between network nodes is high (ε = 0.8), the
evolution of opinion values of different nodes is shown in Figure 11.

According to Figure 11, when there is a high level of trust
between network nodes, the opinion values of nodes are more easily

influenced by the opinions of novel topics. The trend of opinion
value changes is more inclined towards the opinion value of topic
novelty (1.0) compared to the low trust scenario. Even in high-trust
environments, social media networks still have individuals with
different opinions, but it is evident that the majority of network
nodes’ viewpoints are influenced by the novelty of the topic, leading
opinions to converge towards 1 and 0.5.

3.2.2 The influence of opinion leaders on the
evolution of network node opinions

In social networks, there are always “active individuals” who have
more followers and engagement, and they play the role of opinion
leaders in the process of rumor generation and dissemination in the real

FIGURE 7
The distribution of opinion values of network when nodes levels of trust ε = 0.2.

FIGURE 8
The distribution of opinion values of network when nodes levels of trust ε = 0.5.
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social network. Based on the characteristics of real social networks, the
number of opinion leaders is relatively small. Compared to ordinary
network nodes, they are more likely to influence other network nodes
associated with them but are relatively less influenced by other network
nodes. Therefore, we will set one influential network node as Node
1 and assign its opinion value as 1.0. This study discusses the influence
of opinion leaders on the evolution of opinion values of different
network nodes under different trust levels (ε = 0.2 and ε = 0.8). The
influence of opinion leaders permeates through different stages of the
network public opinion. Therefore, this study divides rumor
propagation into the early stage and the mid-stage to examine the
evolution of opinion values of different nodes under different trust levels
in each stage.

When the trust level between network nodes is low (ε = 0.2), the
evolution of opinion values of different nodes during the early stage
of rumor propagation is shown in Figure 12.

According to Figure 12, compared to the low trust scenario
without opinion leaders, the average opinion value in the social
network with opinion leader nodes tends to be 1.0, but the extent of
change is limited. This is because opinion leader nodes are
characterized by having more followers and engagement, so the
rumors they spread attract more nodes. However, they may not
necessarily have authority, so when trust is low, other nodes may
also have dissenting opinions towards the expert nodes. As a result,
there is no unified collective opinion, but rather scattered smaller
opinion groups.

FIGURE 9
The change in standard deviation of nodes under different levels of trust.

FIGURE 10
The impact of novel topics on the evolution of network node opinion values when nodes levels of trust ε = 0.2.
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When the trust level between network nodes is high (ε = 0.8), the
evolution of opinion values of different nodes during the early stage
of rumor propagation is shown in Figure 13.

According to Figure 13, compared to Figure 11, as the trust level
between network nodes increases, the average opinion value in the
social network tends to be closer to 1.0. Additionally, due to the
increased trust between nodes, other nodes also show a higher level
of agreement with the opinions of opinion leaders. Therefore,
compared to the scattered and smaller opinion groups in the low
trust scenario, in the presence of opinion leaders, the size of the
opinion collective increases, and the opinions tend to be
more unified.

During the mid-stage of rumor propagation, when the trust level
between network nodes is low (ε = 0.2), the evolution of opinion
values of different nodes is shown in Figure 14.

In the case of low trust, the intervention of opinion leaders
during the mid-stage of rumor propagation has a less effective
influence. Most nodes remain unaffected and stubborn, while

some nodes form a unified opinion group. Compared to the
influence of opinion leaders on network nodes during the early
stage of rumor outbreak, the intervention during the mid-stage is
less effective in influencing other nodes. The reason is that after a
period of rumor propagation, some network nodes have already
formed stable opinions, and the trust level between nodes is low,
resulting in less influence from other nodes. Therefore, intervention
by opinion leaders in guiding public opinion should occur as early
as possible.

From Figure 15, it can be observed that when the trust level
between nodes is high (ε = 0.8), the intervention of opinion leaders
during the late stage achieves the expected effect. Individual
opinions in the social network converge towards an opinion
value of 1.0 influenced by the opinion leaders. It is worth noting
that, compared to the influence of opinion leaders during the early
stage of rumor propagation, during the mid-stage intervention, the
opinions of all nodes tend to align with the opinion value of the
opinion leaders. We can conclude that if network nodes are initially

FIGURE 11
The evolution of network node opinion values under the influence of novel topics when nodes levels of trust ε = 0.8.

FIGURE 12
Influence of opinion leaders on the evolution of network node opinion values when nodes levels of trust ε = 0.2.
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guided by opinion leaders, they may initially deviate from the
opinion leaders due to significant differences in opinion values.
However, as the rumor information in the network evolves to a
certain stage and the opinion values among nodes become
consistent, the guidance of opinion leaders can make the opinion
values of nodes align more closely with those of the opinion leaders.

3.2.3 The impact of user interaction intensity on the
evolution of network node opinions

The interaction between network nodes can accelerate the
propagation of rumor information. Therefore, we need to verify
the impact of information interaction on the evolution of rumor
information in social networks. When the trust level between nodes
is low (ε = 0.2), we conduct research on the evolution of
opinion values.

From Figure 16, it can be observed that as the intensity of user
interaction increases, although there are still a few individuals with
stubborn opinions, the opinion values of the nodes converge and

form larger opinion groups. This is because as the information
interaction between nodes becomes more frequent, the trust level
between nodes strengthens. As a result, the number of nodes with
stubborn opinions decreases, and the opinions of nodes tend to
become more unified.

When the trust level between nodes is low (ε = 0.8), we conduct
research on the evolution of opinion values.

From Figure 17, it can be observed that when the trust level
between nodes is high, with the continuous interaction of
information between network nodes, nodes are quickly
influenced by the opinions of other nodes, and the social
network rapidly forms a cohesive group with unified opinions.
With a high trust level, it is easier for nodes to form a unified
opinion. With frequent information interaction between nodes, the
process of forming a unified opinion among nodes is accelerated. In
this chapter, a dynamic adaptive network model for bounded trust
opinion evolution is proposed. The opinion evolution is analyzed
from a macro statistical perspective and compared with statistical

FIGURE 13
Influence of opinion leaders on the evolution of network node opinion values when nodes levels of trust ε = 0.8.

FIGURE 14
Influence of user influence intervention on the evolution of network node opinion values during the mid-stage when nodes levels of trust ε = 0.2.
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indicators in static networks. In the opinion evolution algorithm,
different individuals use random distribution of opinions and
reconnect probabilities, which is in line with real social
situations. The improved directed BA network also better reflects
real social relationship networks. However, the assumption that
different individuals have the same level of trust does not fully align
with some real social phenomena, as people are different and their
knowledge backgrounds and life experiences cannot be
completely identical.

4 Conclusion

This study provides a better description of the consensus or
polarization and relationship evolution in the process of rumor
information evolution in social networks with different levels of
trust. It portrays the characteristics of authentic rumor information
dissemination and the guiding role of topics, opinion leaders, and

opinion interaction in public opinion. It can also provide timely
guidance and supervision for public crises, avoiding unnecessary
blind following and panic, and playing an crucial role in maintaining
social stability.

Firstly, this study discusses the changes in opinion values in
social networks under different trust thresholds. The different trust
levels between network nodes directly affect their attention and
forwarding behavior. In particular, there are often stubborn nodes in
real social networks whose opinions are not easily swayed by other
nodes. Through experiments, It can be inferred that when the trust
threshold between nodes is higher, the network nodes are more
likely to change their opinion values due to the influence of other
nodes. At this time, the opinion values of different nodes in the
network are more likely to converge, and the convergence speed is
faster. Therefore, we found that the network nodes converge quickly,
and the number of stubborn individuals decreases. Therefore,
through experiments, we found that when the trust threshold
between nodes increases, the convergence speed of network

FIGURE 15
Influence of user influence intervention on the evolution of network node opinion values during the late stage when nodes levels of trust ε = 0.8.

FIGURE 16
Influence of node information interaction on the change in network node opinion values when nodes levels of trust ε = 0.2.
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nodes accelerates, and the number of individuals with fixed ideas
significantly decreases.

At the same time, this study analyzes the factors influencing
node information dissemination and studies the impact of different
trust levels and influencing factors on rumor information
dissemination at different stages. When the trust level between
nodes is low, novel topics can better attract the attention of
different nodes and accelerate the interaction between
information. However, due to the low trust level between nodes,
there are still a large number of stubborn nodes. For nodes willing to
change their opinion values, novel topics accelerate the formation of
opinion groups. As for the influence of opinion leaders, they can also
accelerate the formation of opinion groups, but due to the lack of
authority and the low trust level between nodes, the change in
opinion values of stubborn individuals is still not significant. The
direct interaction between nodes in information exchange leads to
faster changes in opinion values, but it still cannot change the
opinion values of stubborn nodes.

When the trust level between nodes is high, novel topics can
quickly attract the attention of other nodes. Moreover, due to the
high trust level between nodes, not only novel topics accelerate the
formation of opinion groups but also make it easier for network
nodes to form a unified opinion. As for opinion leaders, their
influence on other nodes is prominent in different stages of
rumor dissemination. In the early stage of rumor information
dissemination, the influence of opinion leaders on network nodes
is more significant.

Based on the summary of the experimental results in this study,
we believe that in social networks, higher trust thresholds are more
effective in accelerating information dissemination and guiding the
process of rumor propagation, thereby avoiding malicious spread of
rumors and instability in online public opinion. In addition,
different guidance methods should be employed at different
stages of rumor information dissemination. After a certain
period, the guidance effect of opinion leaders is more significant
than the interaction between nodes. At the early stage of spreading
rumors, different methods have shown good effects in guiding
information. This also reflects the importance of taking effective

measures early on when guiding rumor information to achieve
better results. This provides a theoretical basis for the
formulation of public opinion guidance policies. Next, the focus
will shift to network representation learning on a large-scale
dynamic network, utilizing representation learning to enhance
downstream machine learning tasks and thereby improve the
efficiency of information propagation dynamic models.
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